INSTRUCTIONS

- To begin working with the O'Go format, carefully cut plastic tie where the ends of the O'Go meet.
- Pull tie to remove.
- For this pattern, colors can be easily separated by gently pulling apart and cutting at the color transition. Each color is ready to use.

Using color of choice, wrap yarn length-wise around the cardboard piece 15 times or to desired fullness. Carefully slide yarn off cardboard onto fingers. Wrap a loose end around the middle of the yarn and knot once. Fold chenille stem in half, twisting once close to the fold. Place center point of yarn bundle between the 2 pieces of chenille.

Twist chenille stem again to secure yarn. Trim stems to 2”.

Attach a paperclip to the back of butterfly to easily attach to bags and boxes for decoration.

Optional: Sew to a hair barrette or clip for an easy, pretty accessory.